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The Love & Lies of Rukhsana Ali by Sabina Khan
Rukhsana Ali is looking forward to going to college and getting
away from her conservative Muslim --but when her parents
catch her kissing her girlfriend Ariana, they whisk Rukhsana
off to Bangladesh and a world of tradition and arranged
marriages.
We Set the Dark on Fire by Tehlor Kay Mejia Will Dani
cling to the privilege her parents fought to win for her, or to
give up everything she’s strived for in pursuit of a free Medio—
and a chance at a forbidden love?
Girls of Paper and Fire by Natasha Ngan Each year, eight
beautiful girls are chosen as Paper Girls to serve the king. It’s
the highest honor they could hope for…and the most cruel.
But this year, there’s a ninth girl. And instead of paper, she’s
made of fire.
On A Sunbeam by Tillie Walden Throughout the deepest
reaches of space, a crew rebuilds beautiful and broken-down
structures, painstakingly putting the past together. As Mia, the
newest member, gets to know her team, the story flashes back
to her pivotal year in boarding school, where she fell in love
with a mysterious new student. When Mia grows close to her
new friends, she reveals her true purpose for joining their ship
- to track down her long-lost love.
Pulp by Robin Talley Duel narratives follow an eighteen-year
-old closeted lesbian in 1955 keeping a secret romance and
wanting to write her own stories and another young woman
sixty-two years later studying 1950s lesbian pulp fiction for her
senior project
Ship It by Britta Lundin Told from two viewpoints, Forest, a
television actor who needs more fans, and Claire, a teen fan
fiction blogger, are teamed to raise his profile despite their
disagreement over whether his character is gay.
The Summer of Jordi Perez and the Best Burger in Los
Angeles by Amy Spalding A summer of first love, fashion,
friendship, and cheeseburgers.
Far From the Tree by Robin Benway Feeling incomplete
as an adopted child after placing her own baby up for
adoption, teen Grace tracks down her biological siblings and
finds herself struggling with the dynamics of being a middle
child between an embittered older brother and an outspoken
younger sister.
Queens of Geek by Jen Wilde Three friends go to a
convention and find love--and themselves.
We Are Okay by Nina LaCour After leaving her life behind to
go to college in New York, Marin must face the truth about the
tragedy that happened in the final weeks of summer when her
friend Mabel comes to visit.
Honor Girl by Maggie Thrash All-girl camp. First love. First
heartbreak.
The Miseducation of Cameron Post by Emily M. Danforth
In the early 1990s, when gay teenager Cameron Post rebels
against her conservative Montana ranch town and her family
decides she needs to change her ways, she is sent to a gay
conversion therapy center.
Created by the Hollywood Library Teen Book Council
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